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Roulette is a popular casino game that involves betting on the
outcome of a spinning wheel.
The wheel has  37 or 38 numbered slots, each with a red or
black colour. A small ball is released in the opposite  direction of the wheel’s
rotation and eventually settles in one of the slots.
The players can place their bets
on the  table, which has a layout that matches the wheel’s slots and the bets can be on
a single number, a  range of numbers, a colour, or a combination of these.
The game is
based on chance, and the payout depends on  the type of bet and the odds of winning.
Roulette is one of the oldest and most widely played gambling  games in the
world.
Different Forms of Roulette Games
Roulette is a game that has many variations,
each with its characteristics and  features.
Some of the most common forms of roulette
games are:
1. European Roulette
This is the most popular and widely played form  of
roulette in the world. It has a wheel with 37 pockets, numbered from 0 to 36. The zero
pocket  is green, while the rest are red or black. The house edge of European roulette
is 2.7%, which means that  the casino has a 2.7% advantage over the players in the long
run.
2. American Roulette
This form of roulette is mainly  found in North America.

Outside bets in roulette carry the lowest risk. They cover more numbers yet the payouts are lower
(1/1 for Red, Black, Odd, Even, 1 �18, 19 �36). These outside bets carry the best prospects for long-
term wins.
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While it's possible to use math and statistics to improve your odds at Roulette, it's important to
keep in mind that the game is designed to favor the casino. The house edge in Roulette is typically
around 2.7% for European Roulette and 5.26% for American Roulette.
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It
has a wheel with 38 pockets, numbered from 0 to 36, plus a double zero pocket.  The
double zero pocket is also green, and it increases the house edge of American roulette
to 5.26%, which means  that the casino has a 5.26% advantage over the players in the
long run.
American roulette is less favourable to players  than European roulette, but
it is more exciting and challenging.
3. French Roulette
This type of roulette is
similar to European roulette,  but it has some additional rules that make it more
favourable to the players.
One of these rules is called la  partage, which means that if
the ball lands on the zero pocket, the players who made even-money bets (such as
 red/black, odd/even, or high/low) will get half of their stake back.
Another rule is
called en prison, which means that if  the ball lands on the zero pocket, the players
who made even-money bets can either take half of their stake  back or leave their bet on
the table for the next spin. If the next spin also results in a  zero, the bet is
lost.
These rules lower the house edge of French roulette to 1.35%, which means that
the casino  has a 1.35% advantage over the players in the long run.
4. Racetrack
Roulette
This is a form of roulette that is  based on the European or French roulette,
but it has a different layout of the betting table.
The table has a  racetrack-shaped
section that shows the order of the numbers on the wheel, and it allows the players to
make bets  on specific sections or patterns of the wheel.
For example, the players can
make bets on the voisins du zéro (neighbors  of zero), which covers the 17 numbers that
are closest to the zero on the wheel, or the orphelins (orphans),  which cover the 8
numbers that are not included in any other section.
These bets are also known as
announced or  call bets because the players have to announce them to the dealer before
placing them.
Roulette Betting Options and Payouts
Just as  Roulette has different
forms, there are several betting options. Each of these options has different odds and
payouts.
Roulette betting options  and payouts are the terms used to describe the
different types of bets you can make in roulette and the  amount of money you can win if
your bet is successful.
The betting options in roulette are divided into 3 main
 categories: inside bets, outside bets, and announced bets.
1. Inside Bets
These are
bets on specific numbers or groups of numbers within  the grid of the table. They have
higher payouts, but lower chances of winning.
Some examples of inside bets are:
-
Straight  up: This is a bet on a single number, such as 7 or 32. It pays 35 to 1.
-
Split:  This is a bet on two adjacent numbers, such as 14 and 15, or 25 and 26. It pays



17  to 1.
- Street: This is a bet on three consecutive numbers in a horizontal line,
such as 4, 5, and  6, or 19, 20, and 21. It pays 11 to 1.
- Corner: This is a bet on
four numbers that  form a square, such as 10, 11, 13, and 14, or 28, 29, 31, and 32. It
pays 8 to  1.
- Six line: This is a bet on six numbers that form two adjacent streets,
such as 1, 2, 3,  4, 5, and 6, or 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, and 27. It pays 5 to 1.
- Five
numbers: This  is a bet on five numbers that include 0, 00, 1, 2, and 3. It is only
available in American  roulette, and it pays 6 to 1.
2. Outside Bets
These are bets on
larger groups of numbers, such as the colour,  parity, or range of the numbers.
They
have lower payouts, but higher chances of winning:
- Red or Black: This is a  bet on
whether the ball will land on a red or a black pocket. It pays 1 to 1.
- Even  or Odd:
This is a bet on whether the ball will land on an even or an odd number. It  pays 1 to
1.
- Low or High: This is a bet on whether the ball will land on a low  number (1 to 18)
or a high number (19 to 36). It pays 1 to 1.
- Dozen: This is a  bet on one of the three
groups of 12 numbers, such as 1 to 12, 13 to 24, or 25  to 36. It pays 2 to 1.
- Column:
This is a bet on one of the three vertical columns of  12 numbers, such as 1, 4, 7, 10,
13, 16, 19, 22, 25, 28, 31, and 34. It pays 2  to 1.
3. Announced Bets
These are special
bets that are available in some roulette variants, such as French roulette. They are
 also known as call bets, because they are announced by the player to the dealer, rather
than placed on the  table.
They cover specific sections or patterns of the wheel, and
they have different payouts depending on the number of chips  involved:
- Voisins du
zéro: This is a bet on the 17 numbers that are closest to the zero on the  wheel, such
as 0, 2, 3, 4, 7, 12, 15, 18, 19, 21, 22, 25, 26, 28, 29, 32, and  35. It requires 9
chips, and it pays according to the type of bet within the group.
- Tiers du cylinder:
 This is a bet on the 12 numbers that are opposite to the zero on the wheel, such as 5,
 8, 10, 11, 13, 16, 23, 24, 27, 30, 33, and 36. It requires 6 chips, and it pays 17  to 1
for each split bet within the group.
- Orphelins: This is a bet on the 8 numbers that
are  not covered by the voisins du zéro or the tiers du cylindre, such as 1, 6, 9, 14,
17, 20,  31, and 34. It requires 5 chips, and it pays 35 to 1 for the straight bet on 1,
and  17 to 1 for each split bet within the group.
- Neighbors: This is a bet on a single
number and  the two numbers on either side of it on the wheel, such as 17 and its
neighbours 34 and 6.  It requires 5 chips, and it pays 35 to 1 for each straight bet
within the group.
- Final bets: These  are bets on all the numbers that end with the
same digit, such as 2, 12, 22, and 32. They  require 4 chips for the numbers 0 to 6, and



3 chips for the numbers 7 to 9, and they  pay 35 to 1 for each straight bet within the
group.
How to Play Roulette
Roulette is a simple and fun game  that anyone can play at a
casino or online. Here are the basic steps to play roulette:
1. Choose a roulette  table
that suits your budget and preference.
The European, American, and French have slightly
different layouts and rules. For example, European  and French roulette have only one
zero on the wheel, while American roulette has two zeros. This affects the house's  edge
and the odds of winning.
Generally, European and French roulette have a lower house
edge than American roulette.
2. Place your  bets on the table before the dealer spins
the wheel.
You can bet on any number or combination of numbers, as  well as on the
colour, parity, or range of the numbers. You can also place multiple bets at the same
 time, as long as they do not exceed the table limit.
There are different types of chips
to use, such as  inside chips, outside chips, and announced chips, to make different
kinds of bets. For example, the inside chip is used  to bet on a single number, or a
split chip to bet on two adjacent numbers.
3. Watch the wheel spin  and wait for the
ball to land on one of the pockets.
The dealer will announce “no more bets” when the
 wheel starts to slow down, and then drop the ball on the wheel. The ball will bounce
around and eventually  settle in one of the pockets. The dealer will then mark the
winning number and color on the table, and  collect the losing bets.
The winning bets
are paid according to the payout table, which varies depending on the type of  bet and
the roulette variant.
4. Collect your winnings or place new bets for the next
round.
You can either cash out  your winnings or use them to make new bets. The dealer
will clear the table and spin the wheel again,  and the game will continue until you
decide to stop.
Rules of Roulette
 The dealer clears the table of the previous  bets
and payouts.
 The players place their bets on the table by placing their chips on the
desired spot or  spots.
 The dealer spins the wheel in one direction and tosses the
ball in the opposite direction.
 The players can  continue to place or change their
bets until the dealer announces “no more bets”.
 The ball lands in one of  the pockets
of the wheel, determining the winning number and colour.
 The dealer places a marker
on the winning number  on the table and pays the winners according to the payout
table.
 The losing bets are collected by the dealer  and the next round begins.
How to
Play the Roulette on OwlGames.



OwlGames is an online Web3 casino gaming platform that
uses  blockchain technology to provide you with a fair and safe gaming environment.
By
playing Roulette on OwlGames, players get to enjoy  the following:
 Playing with
cryptocurrencies which are faster, cheaper, and more secure than traditional payment
methods.
 Verifiable fairness and randomness  of every roulette spin, thanks to the
smart contracts and provably fair algorithms that power the games.
 EarnR$OWL tokens,
the  native utility token of OwlGames that can be used to access exclusive features,
promotions, and rewards on the platform.
To play  Roulette on OwlGames, follow these
steps:
Go to //owl.games/ and connect your wallet or Email to sign in. Click on
the  “Menu” tab of the dashboard. Click on the drop-down arrow by “Casino” and tap on
Roulette. You can choose any  of the Roulette games, and click on “Real Play” to
begin.
Roulette is a fun and exciting game that can offer  you a thrilling casino
experience. Whether you prefer to bet on single numbers, colours, or columns, you can
find a  roulette game that suits your style and budget.
With OwlGames, you get to play
Roulette online with more security, transparency, and  rewards. You can enjoy the
classic game of roulette with a modern twist, and become part of a vibrant and
 innovative gaming community.
For more information and updates, follow OwlGames:
//linktr.ee/owl.games
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Por Thaís Espírito Santo, Henrique Coelho, simulator roulette Rio
19/02/2024 18h57 Atualizado 19/02/2024
Um falso motorista de aplicativo foi  preso em simulator roulette flagrante, em simulator roulette
São Gonçalo, na Região Metropolitana do Rio, suspeito de tentar estuprar uma passageira.
O caso  aconteceu no dia 12 de fevereiro. A vítima saía de um shopping em simulator roulette
São Gonçalo quando entrou no carro.  Ela disse que estranhou quando o motorista, identificado
como Renato, disse que simulator roulette internet não estava funcionando e pediu para  que ela
mostrasse o caminho.



Em um determinado momento, após parar próximo ao local marcado, ele fechou as portas e
janelas  e se virou dizendo que ela tinha que pagar, em simulator roulette um sentido sexual. A
vítima mandou mensagem para o  amigo que a estava esperando para pedir ajuda.
"Foi o tempo de ele pegar uma chave de fenda e avançar em  simulator roulette mim. Ele me
segurou pelo pescoço e com a outra mão ficou pressionando a chave de fenda no meu  pescoço
e disse que ia me matar", relatou ela.
O amigo da mulher chegou e começou a bater nas janelas, mandando  que Renato abrisse a
porta. Nesse momento, ela conta que entrou em simulator roulette luta corporal com o homem,
enquanto ele  acelerava o carro.
"Eu nem pensei, só dei uma gravata no pescoço dele e bati na cabeça para ele desligar o  carro.
Eu peguei a chave e tirei da ignição, consegui desligar e aí o carro destravou. Nessa hora, ele
tentou  fugir, mas uns moradores o seguraram até a PM chegar. E, a todo momento, ele dizia que
eu estava mentindo  e não queria pagar a corrida", conta ela.
Em entrevista ao simulator roulette , a vítima relatou que ainda sente medo:
"Estou em simulator roulette  um processo, melhorando, mas ainda estou tendo crises de pânico.
Meu medo é ele sair e vir atrás de mim”,  contou a vítima, que não será identificada nesta
reportagem.
O caso foi registrado na 73ª DP (Neves), que prendeu Renato em  simulator roulette flagrante. O
homem já tinha uma anotação criminal por roubo.
Renato passou por audiência de custódia e está preso na  Cadeia Pública Juíza Patrícia Acioli,
em simulator roulette São Gonçalo, na Região Metropolitana.
Os dados do motorista não são compatíveis com a  do motorista solicitado no aplicativo de
viagens, e a vítima faz um alerta:
"Meu intuito é alertar justamente isso. Como ele  veio de ré e o carro estava em simulator roulette
movimento, eu não consegui conferir a placa. O modelo e a  cor batiam, vi por alto as letras e
embarquei. Se eu tivesse esperado para conferir, não teria acontecido".
O simulator roulette tenta  contato com a defesa de Renato.
Veja também
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